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Shaping Our World


Our Purpose: Turn Raw Potential into Real Progress

          At Alcoa, we turn ideas into innovation. Impossibility into impact. What if, into what is. We are unlocking the value inside our people and processes to change the industry and shape the world we live in.

          WHAT WE BELIEVE
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                  Please enable targeting cookies to watch videos. You can enable targeting cookies on our Cookie Policy page.
              

              
            







              Leadership

              Leading with courage

              From implementing best-in-class bauxite mining practices to operating the industry’s lowest-carbon alumina refining system to creating game-changing innovation in aluminum smelting, we have an experienced leadership team to guide Alcoa’s future.

              MEET OUR EXECUTIVE TEAM
            




              Sustainability

              Striving towards net zero

              Our world needs more efficient, sustainable approaches, and we are uniquely positioned to deliver those solutions. We invented the industry more than 135 years ago, and that legacy motivates us to create a more sustainable future, one where aluminum will play an even larger role in solving challenges in a carbon-constrained world. As the need for sustainable products increase, the moment for aluminum is now.

              EXPLORE OUR COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY
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                                Alcoa Deschambault: A Leader in Water Management Practices

                                Alcoa will add additional casting capacity at the Bécancour smelter in Canada to help meet the growing needs of North American automotive and packaging markets.  With a total investment of US$ 54M (US$ 41 M Alcoa share), major upgrades will enable the plant to produce a higher volume of value-added products, and at faster speeds.
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                                Alcoa invests in Automated Robotic Furnace Tending equipment at its Deschambault smelter

                                The announcement happening on Sept 19th is regarding Automated Furnace Tending, an R&D collaboration between our CoE and suppliers, and includes government funding (2M$). It will be hosted at ADQ, because the smelter will test the pilot project.

                                Read More

                            

                        

                    

                
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Alcoa accelerates energy transition in Brazil with electrification of Juruti mine

                                Learn about how Alcoa’s Juruti bauxite mine, Brazil, is sustainably converting from fossil fuels to electricity expecting to reduce GHG emissions and the plant´s future energy costs.

                                Read More
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              Our History

              Building on our legacy

              Through innovation and hard work, we launched an industry and changed the way we live, build, move, and fly. We’ve spent more than a century refining our processes to develop technologies and processes that have shaped the modern world. Explore a few highlights from our proud past and our exciting future as we work on our vision to reinvent the aluminum industry for a sustainable future.

              GET A HISTORY LESSON
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